™

At Modibodi, we’re for stronger pelvic ﬂoors, we believe that
periods are precious, that sweat is therapy, and that feeling
100% protected for all is the stuff of dreams. We’re down with
our discharge, even prouder of ﬂows and you betcha –
runaway bladders are welcome here too.
This is why we have developed a world exclusive range of
Incontinence & Period Underwear to protect you, no matter
your ﬂow.
We’re breaking taboos, opening minds and offering a reusable
and sustainable option that’s not just for young girls and
women – but for the beneﬁt of all bodies on this planet.
Because we believe that making a positive impact should be
as easy as changing your undies & swimwear.
“Coming from a long line of women who suffer from terrible periods, ranging
from horrible cramps, irregular times and a heavy ﬂow, all the way to
endometriosis and all the troubles that follow such a painful ordeal, I never
thought that something as simple as a pair of undies would make me feel so
liberated and or excited as Modibodi undies have. I feel so privileged to live
in a world that has more and more products becoming readily available for
women who just want to be able to lead a semi normal life during their
menstrual cycle.”

Britt, Customer
modibodi.com

™

Our innovative, sustainable & reusable
hi-tech underwear features our exclusive,
patented Modiﬁer Technology™. Modibodi
takes the stress out of the unexpected
and puts an end to embarrassing mishaps,
so you’re always on your game.
Modibodi underwear is ideal as a backup
or total replacement for disposable
hygiene such as tampons, pads and liners
and will save you hundreds of dollars in
your lifetime.

HOW IT WORKS
MODIFIER TECHNOLOGY™
AIR

FLUID

The top layer quickly wicks away moisture, ﬁghts bacteria
and stops odour, so you stay dry and fresh.
The middle layer safely absorbs ﬂuid and locks it away.
(2.5-20mls depending on the absorbency you choose)

Super-slim and only 3mm thick – it’s hard
to believe our Modiﬁer Technology™
can hold up to 20ml or 2 tampons worth.
We bring the comﬁness and protection so
you can bring it everyday!

The bottom layer is extra waterproof protection, so you’re
super secure and sassy as always.
Available in superlight to heavy protection.

“I AM OBSESSED WITH THESE. Honestly have no
idea how I coped with my bladder condition
before these. I can even use them on
light-moderate period days without any
pads/tampons – no worries!”

"I bought these for my 12 year old daughter so that
I can relax in the knowledge that if her period
comes whilst she's at school she'll be protected and
will have nothing to worry about. She loves how
they ﬁt and feel. I am really happy with these
fantastic undies! I plan to buy lots more!"

Remi, Customer

Elisa, Parent

We know trying something new can be risky, so
you can try 1 pair of Modibodi underwear risk
free for 30 days, if you do not like them we will
give you your money back*.

Purchase Modibodi at www.modibodi.com
*See website for more information on our exclusive 30-day new
customer trial.

